Because of the complexity of spatial data, a traditional method in extracting spatial association rules is to transform spatial database into general transaction database. The Apriori algorithm is one of the most commonly used methods in mining association rules at present. But a shortcoming of the algorithm is that its performance on the large database is inefficient. The present paper proposed a new algorithm by extracting maximum frequent itemsets based on spatial multidimensional quantitative dataset. Algorithms for mining spatial association rules are similar to association rule mining except consideration of special data, the predicates generation and rule generation processes are based on Apriori. The proposed method (SAS) Scaled Aprori on Spatial multidimensional quantitative dataset in the paper reduces the number of itemsets generated and also improves the execution time of the algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Data mining and knowledge discovery have become popular fields of research. A significant subset of this research is looking at the particular semantics of space and time and the manner in which they can be sensibly accommodated into data mining algorithms [12] .
Scaling is considered an important aspect in Data Mining. The problem of scalability in Data mining is not only how to process such large sets of data, but how to do it within a useful timeframe. Scalability means that as a system gets larger, its performance improves correspondingly. The main purpose of data mining techniques is to find hidden information and unknown relations within an amount of data.
Spatio-Temporal applications like climate change modeling and analysis [1] , transportation systems, forest monitoring [2] , diseases spreading [3] , temporal geographic information systems [4] and environmental systems [5] process spatial, temporal and attribute data elements for knowledge discovery. The spatial objects are characterized by their position, shape and spatial attributes. Spatial attributes are properties of space and spatial objects located in specific positions inherit these attributes. Spatial attributes refer to the whole space and can be represented as layers, each layer represent one theme. The temporal objects are characterized by two models of time that are used to record facts and information about spatial objects.
Association rules mining are one of the major techniques of data mining and it is perhaps the most common form of local-pattern discovery in unsupervised learning systems. The technique is likely to be very practical in applications which use the similarity in customer buying behavior in order to make peer recommendations.
Association rule-based approaches focus on the creation of transactions over space so that an apriori like algorithm [28] can be used. Transactions over space can use a referencefeature centric [29] approach or a data-partition [30] approach. The reference feature centric model is based on the choice of a reference spatial feature and is relevant to application domains focusing on a specific Boolean spatial feature, e.g., incidence of cancer. Domain scientists are interested indicating thecolocations of other task relevant features (e.g., asbestos) to the reference future. Transactions are created around instances of one user specified reference spatial feature. The association rules are derived using the apriori [28] algorithm. The rules found are all related to the reference feature.
In this 21st century the developments in spatial data acquisition, mass storage and network interconnection, volume of spatial data has been increasing dramatically. Vast data satisfied potential demands of exploring the earth's resource and environment by human being, widening exploitable information source, but the processing approaches of spatial data lag behind severely, and are unable to discover relation and rules in large amount of data efficiently and make full use of existing data to predict development trend.
This work is the extension of Aprori-UB which uses multidimensional access method, UB-tree to generate Better association rules with high support and confidence. In multidimensional databases, objects are indexed according to several or many independent attributes. However, this task cannot be effectively realized using many standalone indices and thus special indexing structures have been developed is last two decades. Indexing and querying high dimensional databases.
This paper has the following sections. Section 2 represents the previous work done in the same field .Section 3 gives the conceptual details used in the proposed algorithm. Section 4 highlights the proposed Aprori-UB method .Section 5 gives www.ijacsa.thesai.org the implementation details. Section 6 discusses the conclusion and future scope.
II. RELATED WORK
Spatial datasets need to be preprocessed to construct the transaction database before mining spatial association rules according to the main idea of mining spatial association rules at present. Imam Mukhlash and Benhard Sitohang put forward the framework of spatial data preprocessing, including feature (spatial and non-spatial) selection based on spatial parameters, performing dimension reduction and selection of non-spatial attributes, performing data categorization based on non-spatial data parameters, performing join operations for spatial objects based on spatial parameters and transforming into output form [16] .
The preparation and preprocessing of spatial datasets: The spatial datasets in the case included the elevation, the slope and the aspect with the spatial resolution of 100m and the land cover map. A spatial database is defined as a collection of inter-related geodspatial data that can handle and maintain a large amount of data which is shareable between different GIS applications.
The consistency with little or no redundancy and maintenance of data quality including updating. The selfdescriptive analysis with metadata and high performance by database management system with database including security access control mechanism.
Spatial Data Mining (SDM) is a process of spatial support decision, which aims at extracting the implicit, unknown, potential, useful spatial and non-spatial knowledge from spatial data, including general geometry rules, spatial characteristics rules, spatial classification rules, spatial clustering rules, spatial association rules and so on [1] . Spatial association rule, termed as spatial association location pattern [2] , is one of the most important branches in the SDM, which means a rule indicating certain association relationships among a set of spatial and nonspatial attributes of geographical objects. Because of the complexity of spatial data, the main idea of extracting spatial association rules is to mine spatial association rules in the transaction database categorized from spatial data using some mining algorithms.
A spatial database is a collection of spatially referenced data that acts as a model of reality. This database model represents a selected set or approximation of phenomena which are deemed important enough to represent the digital representation might be for some past, present or future time period .
The Apriori algorithm [3] is one of the most commonly used algorithms in mining association rules at present, and its typical application was market basket analysis to discover customer shopping patterns [4] . Apriori Algorithm can be used to generate all frequent itemset. A Frequent itemset is an itemset whose support is greater than some user-specified minimum support (denoted L, where k is the size of the itemset). A Candidate itemset is a potentially frequent itemset (denoted C , where k is the size of the itemset).
A. Generate the candidate itemsets in N1. Save the frequent itemsets in N2.
B. Steps III. CONCEPT USED X-tree has data nodes and normal directory nodes. A data node contains minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) together with pointers to the actual data objects: (MBR, p) while the directory node consists of MBRs together with pointers to subMBRs. In addition, the X-tree introduces another type of nodes: super nodes. A super-node is large directory node of variable size (a multiple of the usual block size). Figure 7 shows an example of an X-tree structure with three kinds of nodes: directory node, leaf node, and super node.
1) Generate the candidate itemsets in C from the frequent itemsets in
Since the original X-tree was proposed [15] , there have been several implementations of X-trees. One of them is the X+-tree [19] . The X+-tree allows the increase of the size of super-nodes in the X-tree to some degree. Technically, in order to avoid overlap, which is bad for performance, a super node might grow during the insertion. However, the linear scan of a large super node can be a problem. In the X-tree, the size of a super-node can be many times larger than size of a normal node. In the X+-tree, the size of super-node is at most the size of a normal node multiplied by a given user parameter MAX_X_SNODE. When the super-node becomes larger than the upper limit, the super-node has to be split into two new nodes.
The X-tree (eXtended node tree) is a new index structure supporting efficient query processing of high-dimensional data. The goal is to support not only point data but also extended spatial data and therefore, the X-tree uses the concept of overlapping regions. The X-tree therefore avoids overlap whenever it is possible without allowing the tree to degenerate; otherwise, the X-tree uses extended variable size directory nodes, so-called supernodes. In addition to providing a directory organization which is suitable for high-dimensional data, the X-tree uses the available main memory more efficiently The X-tree may be seen as a hybrid of a linear array-like and a hierarchical R-tree-like directory. It is well established that in low dimensions the most efficient organization of the directory is a hierarchical organization. Vol. 3, No. 9, 2012 132 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The reason is that the selectivity in the directory is very high which means that, e.g. for point queries, the number of required page accesses directly corresponds to the height of the tree. This, however, is only true if there is no overlap between directory rectangles which is the case for a low dimensionality. It is also reasonable, that for very high dimensionality a linear organization of the directory is more efficient.
The reason is that due to the high overlap, most of the directory if not the whole directory has to be searched anyway. If the whole directory has to be searched, a linearly organized directory needs less space and may be read much faster from disk than a block-wise reading of the directory. For medium dimensionality, an efficient organization of the directory would probably be partially hierarchical and partially linear.
The problem is to dynamically organize the tree such that portions of the data which would produce high overlap are organized linearly and those which can be organized hierarchically without too much overlap are dynamically organized in a hierarchical form. The algorithms used in the X-tree are designed to automatically organize the directory as hierarchical as possible, resulting in a very efficient hybrid organization of the directory.
A. Structure of the X-tree
The overall structure of the X-tree is presented in Figure 1 . The data nodes of the X-tree contain rectilinear minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) together with pointers to the actual data objects, and the directory nodes contain MBRs together with pointers to sub-MBRs (cf. Figure 1) .
The X-tree consists of three nodes: data nodes,normal directory nodes, and supernodes. Supernodes are large directory nodes of variable size (a multiple of the usualblock size).
The basic goal of supernodes is to avoid splits in the directory that would result in an inefficient directory structure. The alternative to using larger node sizes is highly overlapping directory nodes which would require accessing most of the son nodes during the search process. This, however, is more inefficient than linearly scanning the larger supernode.
The X-tree is completely different from an R-tree with a larger block size since the X-tree only consists of larger nodes where actually necessary. As a result, the structure of the Xtree may be rather heterogeneous as indicated in Figure 1 [7] . Due to the fact that the overlap is increasing with the dimension, the internal structure of the X-tree is also changing with increasing dimension.
In Figure 1 , three examples of X-trees containing data of different dimensionality are shown. As expected, the number and size of supernodes increases with the dimension. For generating the examples, the block size has been artificially reduced to obtain a drawable fan-out.
Due to the increasing number and size of supernodes, the height of the X-tree which corresponds to the number of page accesses necessary for point queries is decreasing with increasing dimension [7] . The main idea of the X-tree is to avoid overlap of bounding boxes in the directory by using a new organization of the directory which is optimized for high dimensional space. The X-tree avoids splits which would result in a high degree of overlap in the directory. Instead of allowing splits that introduce high overlaps, directory nodes are extended over the usual block size, resulting in so-called supernodes. The supernodes may become large and the linear scan of the large supernodes might seem to be a problem.
Additionally, oversize shelves are organized as chains of disk pages which cannot be read sequentially.We implemented the X-tree index structure and performed a detailed performance evaluation using very large [6] . The X-tree also provides much faster insertion times (about 4 times faster than ub-tree).
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND FUTURE WORK:
In order to show the performance of the proposed algorithm, we applied the algorithm to Diabetes Data Set which was obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository [16] .This dataset is multivariate, TimeSeries and has 20 attributes. After discovering rules, they have to be presented in understandable form to the user. Java programs since Java byte-codes are compiled or interpreted by the Java Virtual Machine resulting in performance penalty. The core of the X+-tree implementation in [15] is reused, with changes and additions made to data structure and functions. Spatial Trend Detection: Spatial trends describe a regular change of non-spatial attributes when moving away from a start object o. The existence of a global trend for a start object o indicates that if considering all objects on all paths starting from the values for the specified attribute(s) in general tend to increase (decrease) with increasing distance. Our algorithm detects regions showing a certain global trend, and algorithm local-trends then finds within these regions some paths having the inverse trend (see figure 3) .
The algorithm mine the frequent itemsets by using a divideand-conquer strategy as follows: SAS first compresses the database representing frequent itemset into a frequentpattern tree, or X-tree, which retains the itemset association information as well. The next step is to divide a compressed database into set of spatial databases (a special kind of projected database), each associated with one frequent item. Finally, mine each such database separately, particularly, the construction of X-tree and the mining of X-tree (figure 6). The experiment focused on evaluating aprori, Aprori-ub and SAS algorithms. Since we were interested in seeing the best performance, we used diabetes data set samples. The minsupp, minconfidence level and average rule error was compared in figure 8 . The evaluation shows that our proposed SAS generated strong association rule with less rule generation error on spatial multidimensional dataset.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a practical to find frequent patterns using X Tree. X-tree compresses both dense and sparse datasets by using numerical value representation. In this method we consider Fibonacci number characteristics to find CFP (closed frequent pattern) and then the MFP (maximal frequent pattern) our approach is efficient on both dense and sparse database. Science and Applications, Vol. 3, No. 9, 2012 134 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org The algorithm will positively enhance the efficiency of judgment the relationship between spatial objects and further can be used in association analysis. The creation of maximal frequent patterns is done by intersecting the ordered list (OL) of similar type which reduces the search space.
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Spatially, association is a relationship between spatial objects. Association analysis is one of the most widely research topics in data mining. The main focus of association rule mining is to generate hypothesis rather than to test them as is commonly achieved using statistical techniques (15). The concept of association rule, introduced by Agrawal, was used for analyzing market basket data to mine customer shopping patterns.
Spatial association algorithms find the frequent sets in spatial and non-spatial databases,and inter-relationship between different variables that are not explicitly stored in the spatial database. In many situations there is a need to discover spatial association rules, rules that associate one or more spatial objects. To confine the number of rules, the concept of minimum support and minimum confidence are used. The intuition behind this is that in large databases,there may exist a large number of associations between objects but most of them will be applicable to only a small number of objects, or the confidence of the rule may be low. However, a strong rule is a rule with large support, i.e., no less than the minimum support threshold, and a large confidence, i.e., no less than the minimum confidence threshold e.g. is_a (X, city) within (X,maharastra) adjacent_to (X,water) close_to(X, Karnataka)…(92%). The rule states that 92% of the cities within Maharastra and adjacent to water are close to Karnataka, which associates predicates is a, within, and adjacent_to with spatial predicate close_to. The quality of the rule is measured in the terms of the surprise associated with it. To calculate the surprise or interestingness associated with the mined rule the correlation and chi-square test technique is adopted.
We have generated scaled association rules with high support and confidence. Other future work in this field includes discovery algorithms with dynamic changes of µ level, improved performance strategies and new measures for rule management. 
